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Abstract: This manuscript summarizes our empirical study on reuse in the context of ArtiĄcial
Neural Networks (ANNs) extensively described in [Gh19b] as a paper with the same title, presented
in 2nd International Workshop on Experiences and Empirical Studies on Software Reuse (WEESR
2019).
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Summary

ArtiĄcial Neural Networks (ANNs), especially deep neural networks, are machine learning
methods that have fast growing trends in research and practice since 2014. Solutions based
on ANNs have shown successful outcomes where conventional software systems reach
their limitsŮe.g. natural language processing and image recognition. Although ANNs
are computer programs, important concepts of classical software development methodsŮ
especially reuseŮare not effectively considered in the development of these software
solutions. In our paper [Gh19b], we investigated the state-of-the-practice around reusability
in the context of ANNs through an online survey. We selected the participants of our survey
from academics and industrial staffs who were involved in the development of ANNs.
Through this study we try to create a connection between software engineering and artiĄcial
intelligence communities. We proposed three research questions:
RQ1) How are neural networks already reused?
RQ2) What types of neural networks are commonly reused and why?
RQ3) What are the main challenges related to the reuse of ANNs?
We conducted an online survey (from April 8th, 2019 to May 15th, 2019) for answering these
research questions. Our survey consists of Ąve main parts. First part Ąlters the non-relevant
participants. In the second part, we collect information about ŤMost signiĄcant experience
with ANNsŞ. In the third part, our questionnaire extracts details of participantsŠ opinions and
experiences in reusing ANNs. The fourth part is about demographic data of the participants.
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The last part collects the personal feedback about the survey. Our questionnaire and the
results are available online [Gh19a]. Complete surveys (114 from 229 responds) that passed
the Ąlter questions (in the Ąrst part of the questionnaire) were selected. 112 completed
surveys were analyzed and the responses were used to answer our research questions
(RQ1-RQ3).

Majority of participants had two to Ąve years experience in working with ANNs. Most
of them came from Iran, Germany, China, USA, and India and were from domain of
Engineering and Computer Sciences. Most of the participants state that they use ad-hoc
methods for managing projects instead of classical development processes.

The results of the survey showed that reuse is considered as an essential element in all
main levels of ANNsŠ structure. Although, reuse happens around network structures (code)
and data-sets more than parameters (network weights). The participants have different
perceptions about reusability. Majority of participants deĄne reuse as Ťmodifying an existing
module and adapt it for self use casesŞ towards ŤCreating a general neural network with
the aim of using in various contextŞ. As shown in Figure 1, Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) were reused at most while Deep Belief Networks and Capsule NNs were
ŠneverŚ reused. Public repositories were the most used resource for reusing the artifacts of
ANN Development.
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Fig. 1: Frequency of reuse for common ANNs

Based on the answers, reuse happens when the domain is known and the most signiĄcant
challenge in reusing ANNs is that Şpoorly documented modules make them complicated to
reuseŤ.
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